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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background  

GSP Group Inc. has been retained by Will-O Homes (the “Owners”) to prepare a Planning 

Justification Report for an Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment for 190 

& 194 Pinebush Road and 10 Wayne Avenue in Cambridge (the “Site”). The Site is currently 

occupied by three single detached dwellings, one on each property. 

 

The Site is designated “Low / Medium Density Residential” in the City of Cambridge Official 

Plan and is zoned R4 in the City of Cambridge Zoning By-law No. 290-87.  

 

The Owners are proposing to demolish the existing structures and redevelop the property 

to reflect the City’s residential Official Plan designation. A condominium development with 

39 residential units is proposed. The 39 units will be divided into three buildings, each of 

which is proposed to be three storeys in height. Access will be provided from Wayne 

Avenue. Site Plan Approval will be required following the land use approvals. 

 

1.2  Proposed Applications 

The Owners are proposing an Official Plan Amendment to increase density. A Zoning By-

law Amendment is also required to rezone the property to RM2. A Draft Plan of 

Condominium will be required to divide ownership and establish the control of the common 

elements. Site Plan Approval will be required to approve the location of the proposed 

buildings, parking and other site elements.  

 

The Proposed Development was discussed with the Region of Waterloo and City of 

Cambridge at a Development Pre-Consultation meeting in September 2020. A Planning 

Justification Report, Functional Servicing Report, Conceptual Landscape Plan, 

Lighting/photometrics Plan, Noise Study, Stormwater Management Report, Tree 

Management Plan and Shadow and Wind Studies are required to assess consistency and 

conformity of the proposed applications with applicable Provincial and Municipal policy as 

well as the suitability of the development for the Site. 

 

These studies are summarized in Section 4 of this Report. 

 

1.3  Report Content and Structure 

This Planning Justification Report provides the justification and professional opinion for the 

proposed applications. It provides:  

o A description of the Site’s existing conditions and its context within the City of 

Cambridge and the surrounding neighbourhood (Section 2);  
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o An outline of the proposed planning applications and the intended future applications 

required for the proposed development (Section 3); 

o A summary of the findings of the other studies and reports prepared as part of the 

planning applications (Section 4); 

o An overview and analysis of the relevant Provincial and Municipal planning policies to 

the proposed applications (Section 5);  

o A planning opinion and justification for the proposed planning applications (Section 6); 

and, 

o A conclusion (Section 7). 
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2. Site Location and Description 
 

2.1  Site Location and Description 

The Site is located in the north-eastern corner of the intersection of Wayne Avenue and 

Pinebush Road. The Site is 0.51 hectares in size with frontage on Pinebush Road and 

flankage on Wayne Avenue. This Site is comprised of three properties: 190 Pinebush Road, 

194 Pinebush Road, and 10 Wayne Avenue. 

 

The Site is relatively flat and is currently occupied by three, one storey residential buildings, 

one on each of the properties. 194 Pinebush Road and 10 Wayne Avenue also feature 

external, separated garages. The properties will be consolidated into one lot with access 

provided via Wayne 

Avenue. A small property 

exists between 190 and 

194 Pinebush Road and 

appears to be used as an 

extension of 194 

Pinebush Road. This 

unnamed property will be 

considered a part of 194 

Pinebush Road for this 

Report. 

 

Vegetation on the Site is 

limited to mature trees on 

the residential properties 

and trees along both 

Pinebush Road and 

Wayne Avenue, as well 

as along the exterior side 

and rear lot lines of 190 

Pinebush Road. The 

residential properties 

have front and rear yard 

lawns (see Figure 1). 
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2.2 Surrounding Neighbourhood Context 

The Site is located centrally within the City of Cambridge, a short distance to the west of the 

intersection of Pinebush Road and Franklin Boulevard. The Site forms part of small 

residential neighbourhood of 34 houses, which are currently the only residential uses in the 

area.  

 

Adjacent the Site to the east is the Pinebush Plaza, a single storey commercial plaza and 

one separated commercial building. A similarly scaled commercial plaza is also located on 

the south side of Pinebush Road at the intersection of Franklin Boulevard. 

 

To the immediate west of the Site are a variety of employment uses. These employment 

uses feature a mix of medical offices, warehouses, commercial, and general office use. Low 

density residential uses similar to the Site are located to the north. A mix of commercial and 

employment uses are located to the south across Pinebush Road. 

 

The nearest public transit route is the 67 Bus which travels along Pinebush Road, which 

has a stop located at the Pinebush Road and Wayne Avenue intersection to the east of the 

Site. Route 67 connects Sportsworld Station in Kitchener to the Cambridge Centre Station 

through the employment areas along Pinebush Road and Eagle Street North. The Site is 

also located near iXpress Route 203, a stop for which is located at the southwest of the 

intersection of Pinebush Road and Franklin Boulevard. This route also connects 

Sportsworld Station in Kitchener to Cambridge Centre Station, primarily using Maple Grove 

Road and Franklin Boulevard. Both these transit stations offer extensive connections to 

other GRT routes. 
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3. Proposed Development and Applications 
 

3.1 Proposed Development 

The Owners are seeking to develop the Site into a residential condominium with three stack 

townhouse buildings, totaling 39 units. Each stacked townhouse would be three storeys in 

height.  

 

The units would be accessed via Wayne Avenue and will include an internal surface parking 

lot that provides 59 parking spaces for residents and visitors. A common amenity area is 

also proposed along Wayne Avenue (see Figure 2). 
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3.2 Official Plan Amendment 

The Site is designated “Low / Medium Density Residential” in the City of Cambridge Official 

Plan. An Official Plan Amendment is requested to increase the maximum permitted density 

from 40 units per hectare to 76 units per hectare. 

 

The Official Plan Amendment is discussed in more detail in Section 6.1 of this Report. 

 

3.3 Zoning By-law Amendment 

The Site is zoned R4 in the City of Cambridge Zoning By-law. A Zoning By-law Amendment 

is required to site specifically rezone the subject property to an RM2 Zone. The Proposed 

Development is considered a “mixed terrace” residential type under the Zoning By-law and 

meets the requirements of the RM2 Zone. 

 

The Zoning By-law Amendment is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2 of this Report. 

 

3.4 Future Applications 

Site Plan Approval will be required to establish the detailed design of the development. At 

such time, details such as lighting, façade treatments, landscape plantings, and detailed 

engineering design will be submitted for municipal approval. 

 

A Draft Plan of Condominium will be required following land use and site plan approvals to 

define the common areas and ownership details of each unit.  

 

3.5 Public Engagement Strategy 

The applications require a Statutory Public Meeting in accordance with the Planning Act 

R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13. GSP Group and project team will attend the Public Meeting and will 

give a formal presentation on the Proposed Development and the requested amendments 

as well as answer questions from residents, staff, and Councillors. During the Meeting, 

contact information for GSP Group will be provided to the public to address any follow up 

questions or concerns. 
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4. Technical Studies 

The following studies have been prepared in support of the applications. For further details, 

please consult the full reports. 

 

4.1 Functional Servicing and Stormwater Management Report 

Meritech Engineering completed a Functional Servicing Report dated October 2020 in 

support of the proposed development. The servicing report concluded: 

 

The proposed development is three blocks of townhouses, interior parking, and a large 

amenity area. The property is approximately 0.51 hectares in size and is located on four 

adjoining lots at the intersection of Pinebush Road and Wayne Avenue in Cambridge, 

Ontario. 

 

The site is bordered by existing single-family properties to the north, existing commercial 

properties to the west, Pinebush Road to the south, and Wayne Avenue to the east. 

 

Servicing objectives for the development include: 

• Providing adequate water supply for both domestic and firefighting purposes 

• Allowing for a standard sanitary connection by gravity 

• Designing a storm servicing and stormwater management plan in line with City and 

Regional requirements 

 

A new 100mm diameter domestic water service to the site, in addition to a new municipal 

hydrant in the right of way, provides adequate water supply. 

 

Provision of a new sanitary service to the site provides a gravity sewer connection. Capacity 

in the existing 200mm sanitary sewer system along Wayne Avenue has already been 

confirmed by the City of Cambridge. 

 

There is no storm sewer on Wayne Avenue. As the high point in Pinebush Road is in front 

of the site, separate storm sewer systems on Pinebush Road drain to the east and the west. 

Since the sewer to the west is ±1m lower, it is the logical outlet. 

 

The City’s standard requirement for stormwater management is that post-development peak 

flow rates are to match pre-development peak flow rates for all design storm events, and 

that quality control should be provided to the “Enhanced” level. However, existing drainage 

patterns on the site are dominated by large, landscaped depressions, resulting in most of 

the site being self-contained. Thus, the proposed quantity criteria is to control the 100-year 
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storm as much as possible, and outlet minimal peak flows via a 75mm diameter orifice plate. 

A combination of parking lot ponding and an oil-grit separator will be utilized to attenuate 

and clean runoff from the site to the 375mm diameter receiving storm sewer on Pinebush 

Road. 

 

Infiltration measures are not proposed, as the site is within a Source Water Protection Area. 

 

4.2 Noise Study 

HGC Engineering completed an Environmental Noise Impact Assessment dated October 

2022 for the subject property. The study findings are generally summarized below.  

 

HGC Engineering was retained by Wayne’s Corner to conduct a noise feasibility study for a 

proposed residential development to be located south of Highway 401, north of Pinebush 

Road and west of Wayne Avenue, in the City of Cambridge, Ontario. The surrounding area 

includes existing commercial uses to the east and west, industrial uses to the west and 

northwest, and commercial/industrial uses to the south of Pinebush Road. A noise study is 

required by the City of Cambridge and Region of Waterloo as part of the planning and 

approvals process. 

 

Road traffic information for Pinebush Road and Franklin Boulevard was obtained from the 

Region of Waterloo in the form of projected volumes. Road traffic information for Highway 

401 was obtained from the Ministry of Transportation. The data was used to predict future 

traffic sound levels at the locations of the proposed residential dwelling facades and in the 

common amenity area. The predicted sound levels were compared to the guidelines of the 

Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) and the Region of Waterloo. 

 

The results of the analysis indicate that traffic noise will exceed the MECP plane of window 

sound level criteria at the residential units. Central air conditioning systems are required for 

all residential units. Upgraded building constructions are also required. In accordance with 

the MECP guidelines, noise warning clauses are recommended to inform the future 

residents of potential traffic noise excesses and the presence of the existing 

commercial/industrial facilities in the area of the subject site. Detailed noise studies are 

required to be performed when floor plans and buildings elevations are available to refine 

the acoustic recommendations. 
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5. Planning Policy Framework 
 

The following section sets out the relevant planning policy framework to assess the 

appropriateness of the applications considering Provincial, Regional, and City policies.  

 

5.1 Planning Act, 1990 

The Planning Act R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13 (“Planning Act”) establishes the policy-led land use 

planning system for Ontario, matters of provincial interest in municipal planning decisions, 

and the requirements for statutory planning processes in Ontario. 

 

Section 2 of the Planning Act identifies matters of provincial interest which a municipality 

must “have regard to” in carrying out its responsibility under the Planning Act. These matters 

are general in nature and broad in range and are captured in more detail through the policy 

statements and provincial plans issued under Section 3 of the Planning Act and through the 

Official Plans of the Region of Waterloo and City of Cambridge. 

 

Section 3(5) of the Planning Act requires that the decisions of municipal councils regarding 

the exercise of authority concerning planning matters, including decisions on Planning Act 

applications: 

(a)  shall be consistent with the policy statements issued under subsection (1) that are 

in effect on the date of the decision; and 

(b)  shall conform with the provincial plans that are in effect on that date, or shall not 

conflict with them, as the case may be.  

 

The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement issued under Section 3(5) of the Planning Act is 

applicable and relevant to the consideration of the proposed application. The 2019 Growth 

Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2017 Greenbelt Plan, 2017 Oak Ridges Moraine 

Conservation Plan, and 2017 Niagara Escarpment Plan were also issued under Section 

3(5). There have been no policy statements issued under 31.1 of the Metrolinx Act, 2006 

per Section 3(8) of the Planning Act. 

 

Response: The criteria of the Planning Act have been considered in the preparation of this 

development application. The Provincial Policy Statement and the Growth Plan for the 

Greater Golden Horseshoe are discussed in detail in subsequent sections of this Report. 

 

5.2 Provincial Policy Statement (2020) 

The Provincial Policy Statement (“PPS”) provides land use planning policy on matters of 

provincial significance. The 2020 PPS came into effect on May 1, 2020. The overriding 

vision of the PPS states that “the long-term prosperity and social well-being of Ontarians 
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depends on maintaining strong, sustainable and resilient communities for people of all ages, 

a clean and healthy environmental, and a strong and competitive economy”.  

 

The following specific PPS policies are relevant to the site and the proposed applications.   

 

5.2.1 Community Design 

 Section 1.1.1 of the PPS seeks the establishment of “healthy, livable, and safe 

 communities” through: 

a) promoting efficient development and land use patterns which sustain the financial 

well-being of the Province and municipalities over the long term;  

b) accommodating an appropriate affordable and market-based range and mix of 

residential types (including single-detached, additional residential units, multi-unit 

housing, affordable housing and housing for older persons), employment (including 

industrial and commercial), institutional (including places of worship, cemeteries and 

long-term care homes), recreation, park and open space, and other uses to meet 

long-term needs;  

c) avoiding development and land use patterns which may cause environmental or 

public health and safety concerns;   

e) promoting the integration of land use planning, growth management, transit-

supportive development, intensification and infrastructure planning to achieve cost-

effective development patterns, optimization of transit investments, and standards 

to minimize land consumption and servicing costs;   

h) promoting development and land use patterns that conserve biodiversity; and, 

i) preparing for the regional and local impacts of a changing climate.  

 

Response: The proposed applications are consistent with Section 1.1.1 of the PPS. The 

Proposed Development is an efficient use of the Site and provides 39 residential units, 

adding to the range and mix of housing options in Cambridge. Environmental and human 

health will not be negatively affected by the development.  

 

5.2.2 Settlement Area Land Use Patterns 

Section 1.1.3.1 of the PPS directs that settlement areas are to be the focus of growth and 

development and that their vitality and regeneration shall be promoted. 

 

Section 1.1.3.2a) of the PPS directs that land use patterns in settlement areas are to be 

based on densities and a mix of land uses which:  

a) efficiently use land and resources;  

b) are appropriate for, and efficiently use, the infrastructure and public service 

facilities which are planned or available, and avoid the need for their unjustified 

and/or uneconomical expansion;  
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c) minimize negative impacts to air quality and climate change, and promote 

energy efficiency;  

d) prepare for the impacts of climate change; 

e) support active transportation;  

f) are transit-supportive, where transit is planned, exists or may be developed; 

and  

g) are freight-supportive. 

 

Response: The proposed applications are consistent with Sections 1.1.3.1 and 1.1.3.2a) of 

the PPS. The Proposed Development is an efficient use of land with a settlement area and 

can be adequately serviced. The Site is serviced by a cycling lane along Pinebush Road 

and multi-use trail along Franklin Boulevard that provide active transportation options and 

two Grand River Transit bus route are in close proximity to the Site. 

 

5.2.3 Intensification and Compact Form 

Section 1.1.3.3 of the PPS states “Planning authorities shall identify appropriate locations 

and promote opportunities for transit-supportive development, accommodating a significant 

supply and range of housing options through intensification and redevelopment where this 

can be accommodated taking into account existing building stock or areas, including 

brownfield sites, and the availability of suitable existing or planned infrastructure and public 

service facilities required to accommodate projected needs.” Section 1.1.3.4 of the PPS 

directs the promotion of that appropriate development standards “which facilitate 

intensification, redevelopment and compact form, while avoiding or mitigating risks to public 

health and safety”. Further, Section 1.1.3.6 identifies that new development in designated 

growth areas “should occur adjacent to the existing built-up area and shall have a compact 

form, mix of uses and densities that allow for the efficient use of land, infrastructure and 

public service facilities”. 

 

Response: The proposed applications are consistent with Sections 1.1.3.3, 1.1.3.4, and 

1.1.3.6 of the PPS in that the Proposed Development is a compact development that can 

be constructed without creating risks to public health and safety. 

 

5.2.4 Housing 

Section 1.4 of the PPS encourages the provision of an appropriate range and mix of housing 

types and densities by requiring municipalities to maintain a 10-year supply of land for 

residential intensification and redevelopment and directing development of new housing 

towards locations with appropriate levels of infrastructure and public service facilities. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development is consistent with the Housing policies of the PPS 

as it adds 39 residential units to Cambridge’s housing supply. The development will add to 

the mix of housing options in the community and is well serviced by municipal infrastructure.  
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The Subject Property is appropriate for a higher density form of development to best utilize 

the land area available and the proposed amendments will implement the Official Plan vision 

for this area to provide long term residential land uses. 

 

5.2.5 Stormwater Management 

Section 1.6.6.7 of the PPS identifies that stormwater management planning shall: 

a) be integrated with planning for sewage and water services and ensure that systems 

are optimized, feasible and financially viable over the long term; 

b) minimize, or, where possible, prevent increases in contaminant loads;  

c) minimize erosion and changes in water balance and prepare for the impacts of a 

changing climate through the effective management of stormwater, including the use 

of green infrastructure;  

d) mitigate risks to human health, safety, property, and the environment; 

e) maximize the extent and function of vegetative and pervious surfaces; and  

f) promote stormwater management best practices, including stormwater attenuation 

and re-use, water conservation and efficiency, and low impact development. 

 

Response: The proposed applications are consistent with Section 1.6.6.7 of the PPS as 

stormwater is appropriately managed and does not negatively impact water quality or the 

function of surrounding vegetation. The stormwater management report prepared by 

Meritech Engineering identifies that the proposed stormwater management plan is to create 

above-ground parking lot retention with an orifice plate for water quantity control, and an oil-

grit separator downstream for water quality control. 

 

The proposed stormwater management scheme provides for attenuation and quality control 

as directed in Section 1.6.6.7. 

 

5.2.6 Sustainability 

Section 1.8.1 of the PPS provides direction for environmental sustainability through land 

use and development patterns which:  

a) promote compact form and a structure of nodes and corridors;  

b) promote the use of active transportation and transit in and between residential, 

employment (including commercial and industrial) and institutional uses and other 

areas;  

c) focus major employment, commercial and other travel-intensive land uses on sites 

which are well served by transit where this exists or is to be developed, or designing 

these to facilitate the establishment of transit in the future;  

d) focus freight-intensive land uses to areas well served by major highways, airports, 

rail facilities and marine facilities;  
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e) encourage transit-supportive development and intensification to improve the mix of 

employment and housing uses to shorten commute journeys and decrease 

transportation congestion;  

f) promote design and orientation which maximizes energy efficiency and 

conservation, and considers the mitigating effects of vegetation and green 

infrastructure; and, 

g) maximize vegetation within settlement areas, where feasible. 

 

Response: The proposed applications are consistent with Section 1.8.1 of the PPS. The 

Proposed Development is within the urban boundary of Cambridge and has access to 

transit, including active transportation. The addition of 39 residential units in proximity to 

transit, commercial services, promotes active transportation, and supports public 

investment in transportation facilities. 

 

A Tree Management Plan and Landscape Plan are also submitted in support of the 

Proposed Development, which illustrate how the vegetative cover of the Site will be 

improved over the existing conditions. The development of 39 residential units will replace 

three existing residential dwellings. This increase in density promotes a compact form of 

residential development, that implements the long-term vision for this area to develop for 

low/medium density residential development.  

 

5.2.7 PPS Conclusion 

The Proposed Development is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement. The 

Proposed Development is compact in form, efficiently utilizes the land area available, is 

appropriately located, can be appropriately serviced, and will not result in harm to the natural 

environment or human health. 

 

5.3 Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019) 

The Province released a new Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (“Growth 

Plan”) which came into effect in May 2019 and was amended August 28, 2020. The Growth 

Plan provides an overall growth strategy for the Greater Golden Horseshoe region that 

complements the Provincial Policy Statement and is implemented by municipal planning 

documents. At the core of the Growth Plan are guiding principles for building compact, 

vibrant and complete communities; prioritizing intensification and higher densities, 

supporting a range and mix of housing options, planning and managing growth to support 

a strong, competitive economy; and optimizing the use of existing or planned infrastructure 

to support growth in a compact and efficient form.  

 

The following policies are relevant to the Proposed Applications: 

 

5.3.1 Managing Growth 
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Section 2.2.1.1 and Schedule 3 of the Growth Plan include population and employment 

targets for the Region of Waterloo. The 2020 Amendment to the Growth Plan introduces the 

expected population and employment growth for the Region of Waterloo in 2051, which is 

expected to have the population increase to 923,000 residents. These growth forecasts are 

to be used for planning and managing growth in the Region. 

 

Section 2.2.1.2 directs the vast majority of growth to delineated settlement areas with 

municipal water and wastewater systems that can support complete communities. Section 

2.2.1.4 encourages complete communities that include a mix of land uses, provide a diverse 

range and mix of housing that accommodate people at all stages of life and with all 

household sizes and incomes, and expand convenient access to a range of transportation 

options, public service facilities, recreation, and healthy food options. The development of 

more compact built form is encouraged. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development conforms to the Managing Growth policies of the 

Growth Plan. The development will assist with meeting the Region of Waterloo’s population 

forecast and will add 39 residential units in a compact built form to a Site that is fully serviced 

by municipal water and sewage. The Site is in proximity to active and public transit, the 

addition of stacked townhouses adds to the diversity of housing options available in the City 

of Cambridge. The Proposed Development replaces three single detached dwellings with 

39 units providing for an efficient use of land and infrastructure. 

 

5.3.2 Delineated Built-up Areas 

Section 2.2.2.1 of the Growth Plan sets minimum intensification targets within the 

Delineated Built-up Areas. These targets are to be achieved by the time the next municipal 

comprehensive review is approved. In the Region of Waterloo, this is anticipated to be by 

2020 or so. The intensification target for the Region of Waterloo is 50% of all residential 

development to occur within the delineated built-up area. 

 

Section 2.2.2.2 identifies that until the next municipal comprehensive review is approved 

and in effect the minimum intensification target in force in the upper tier official plan (as of 

July 1, 2017) shall continue to apply. In Waterloo Region the current intensification target is 

45%. 

 

Response: 

The Subject Property is located within the identified Built-Up Area. The Proposed 

Development supports the intensification targets by providing a development that replaces 

two existing residential dwellings with 39 residential units. The overall intensification of the 

Subject Property supports the Growth Plan and Region of Waterloo Official Plan directives 

for additional growth and intensification within the delineated Built-Up Area.     
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5.3.3 Housing 

Section 2.2.6.2 of the Growth Plan requires municipalities to support the achievement of 

complete communities by planning to accommodate forecasted growth, achieving the 

minimum intensification and targets of the Plan, considering the range and mix of housing 

options and densities of existing housing stock, and planning to diversify overall housing 

stock. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development assists the City of Cambridge with achieving density 

targets and assists with the provision of a diverse range of housing stock. The Proposed 

Development will provide a residential density of approximately 76 units per hectare. The 

City of Cambridge Official Plan (as reviewed in Section 5.5 of this report) identifies a density 

target of 40 units per hectare. The Proposed Development will support the density targets 

and support the directives to direct growth to the Built-Up Area. 

 

5.3.4 Protecting What is Valuable 

Section 4 of the Growth Plan includes policies to protect water resources, natural heritage 

systems, hydrologic features and areas, public open spaces, the agricultural system, 

cultural heritage resources, and mineral aggregate resources. Climate change is identified 

as a priority, with municipalities directed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address 

climate change adaptation goals.  

 

Response: The Site is appropriate for development and conforms to the policies of Section 

4 of the Growth Plan. The Site does not include natural heritage or agricultural features, 

does not include mineral aggregate resources, and is not a public open space or contain 

cultural heritage. A Tree Management Plan has been prepared by GSP Group Inc. to 

address the mature trees that are found on the Site.  

 

The Proposed Development will adapt to climate change as it is not in a flood prone area 

and will reduce greenhouse gas generation through accommodating more people in less 

space, being in proximity to transit and a reduction in automobile dependence. The 

Proposed Development will provide appropriate stormwater management to control water 

quality and quantity impacts. 

 

5.3.5 Growth Plan Conclusion 

The Proposed Development is consistent with the policy directives provided by the Growth 

Plan. The redevelopment of the Subject Property supports intensification within the 

delineated Built-Up Area, does not cause any negative environmental impacts, plans for 

appropriate stormwater management infrastructure and introduces a new form of housing 

not readily available within the surrounding neighbourhood. The form of housing (stacked 

townhouse units) will provide opportunities for entry level home ownership and opportunities 

for those looking to downsize. 
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5.4 Environmental Land Use Planning Guides (D-Series) 

As noted in the pre-consultation comments, the Provincial D-Series Guidelines are to be 

considered. The Provincial D-Series Guidelines are a part of the larger Environmental Land 

Use Planning Guidelines, which generally provide environmental considerations and 

requirements for the compatibility of industrial land use, sensitive lands, sewage and water 

services, and private wells to sensitive uses. The D-Series Guidelines provide a guide for 

what types of land uses are appropriate near industrial uses. The objective of this guideline 

is to prevent or minimize the encroachment of sensitive land use upon industrial land use 

and vice versa. Residential uses are noted as being a sensitive use in the guideline. 

 

The guidelines categorize industrial uses as either Class 1, 2, or 3 based on their operation 

and intensity, with the more intense uses being required to be a further distance from 

sensitive uses. For Class 1 Industrial, sensitive uses should not take place within 20 metres, 

and have a potential area of influence of 70 metres. Class 2 Industrial extends theses areas 

to 70 and 300 metres, respectively. 

 

The lands to the immediate west of the Site are designated Industrial, though the use of the 

lands are medical offices. This use is implemented through Site Specific Policy 32 of the 

Cambridge Official Plan, which notes additional permitted uses, including: 

 

“a Wellness Centre including a fitness centre, sports medicine, dermatology, 

daycare centre, esthetics, physiotherapy, sports training, personal training, diet and 

nutrition centre and massage therapy”. 

 

Further to the west along Struck Crescent is a collection of industrial uses. The nearest to 

the Site is Greentec, an electronics refurbishment company. Measured property line to 

property line, Greentec is approximately 50 metres away and outside the 20 metre minimum 

for Class 1 uses. All other uses are outside the 70 metre area, which is greater than both 

the Class 1 potential influence area and Class 2 minimum separation distance. Based on 

these distances, it is not anticipated that the Proposed Development will impact the 

industrial uses, nor will the industrial use be a negative impact on the residents of the Site. 

 

This conclusion is supported by the Noise Study findings which note that sound emissions 

of the commercial and industrial uses to the northwest, west, east and south are below the 

applicable MECP guideline limits at the future residential receptors due to significant 

background sound levels from Highway 401 and Pinebush Road. Mitigation measures for 

stationary noise associated with the commercial/industrial facilities are not required for the 

development site. 
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5.5 Region of Waterloo Official Plan 

The Region of Waterloo Official Plan (“ROP”) was adopted by the Region of Waterloo in 

June 2009 and received final approval from the Ontario Municipal Board in June 2016. The 

ROP provides goals and objectives for future growth and development within the Region. 

The overall goal of the new Regional Official Plan is to promote “balanced growth by 

directing a greater share of development towards the existing Built-Up Area and by 

contributing to the creation of complete communities in Urban and Township Designated 

Greenfield Areas”.   

 

 5.5.1 Built-Up Area 

The Site is within the “Built-Up Area” on Map 3A of the Regional Official Plan (see Figure 

3). The Built-Up Area is intended to accommodate a minimum of 45 percent of all new 

residential growth occurring annually in the Region (policy 2.C.2).  With respect to planning 

applications within the Built-Up Area, the Region seeks to ensure the creation of complete 

communities; densities and a mix of land uses that support walking, cycling, and transit use; 

protection of the natural environment and water resources; development that respects the 

character and context of surrounding established neighbourhoods; and building designs that 

incorporate energy conservation practices as outlined in Section 2.D.1. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development conforms to the Built-Up Area policies of the ROP. 

The development adds 39 units to the Built-Up Area of Cambridge, assisting with meeting 

Regional growth targets. The proposal contributes towards a complete community by adding 

residential units in proximity to transit and commercial areas. The stacked townhouses are 

an efficient use of land and will utilize modern construction techniques and materials to 

achieve energy efficiency. 

 

5.5.2 Housing 

A range and mix of housing types are promoted by the ROP.  Policy 3.A.2 states that area 

municipalities are to plan for an appropriate range of housing (i.e. form, tenure, density and 

affordability) to meet the needs of current and future residents; Policy 3.A.3 encourages 

area municipalities to permit, wherever appropriate, individual lot intensification where 

“health, safety, servicing and other reasonable standards or criteria can be met”.  

 

Response: The addition of 39 stacked townhouse units on an underutilized lot conforms to 

the Housing polices of the ROP. The Proposed Development is of an appropriate density 

and adds a compatible form and tenure of residential units to the surrounding 

neighbourhood. 

 

5.5.3 Infrastructure 
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Section 5 of the ROP provides policy guidance for the integration of and efficient use of 

municipal infrastructure. The Functional Servicing Report submitted in support of this 

application finds that existing infrastructure in the area is sized to accommodate the 

proposed development. 

 

5.5.4 Source Water Protection 

Chapter 8 of the ROP provides policy guidelines for Source Water Protection Areas. The 

Site is within a Wellhead Protection Sensitivity Area (WPSA 4) (see Figure 3). As 

established in the 

ROP, WPSAs are 

used to “prevent land 

uses involving 

hazardous chemicals 

and/or substances, 

disease causing 

organisms and land 

uses that increase the 

vulnerability of 

groundwater from 

becoming water 

quantity and/or quality 

risks to municipal 

drinking-water supply 

wells.” 

 

Policy 8.A.10d) 

outlines that WPSA 4 

areas “delineates 

medium sensitivity 

areas found within the 

two year time of travel 

to a municipal 

drinking-water supply 

well” 

 

Policy 8.A.14 

establishes that 

“Development 

applications within the WPSA 4 designation will comply with the following:  
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a) Category ‘A’ uses, geothermal wells, mineral aggregate operations and wayside pits 

and quarries will not be permitted;  

b) Category ‘B’ and ‘C’ uses will not be permitted outside of the Built-Up Area; 

c) Category ‘B’ and ‘C’ uses already permitted by existing Area Municipal official plans 

may be permitted within the Built-Up Area subject to further study in accordance with 

Policy 8.A.4; and  

d) underground parking garages, individual wastewater treatment systems, private 

wells, pipelines, sewers, stormwater management ponds (or other ponds) and plans 

of subdivision or vacant land condominiums may be permitted subject to further 

study in accordance with Policy 8.A.4. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development does not propose any use considered as a 

Category A through D use and abides by the policies outlined in this chapter of the ROP. 

As identified in the pre-application consultation meeting, a Risk Management Plan is 

required. This plan has been submitted in support of the application. 

 

5.5.5 Region of Waterloo Official Plan Conclusions 

The Proposed Development is consistent with the Policy framework provided by the Region 

of Waterloo Official Plan. The Proposed Development is located within a delineated Built-

Up Area, proposes a compact form of development that will support the directives for 

providing a range of housing forms and options and has been assessed for natural 

environmental impacts (mature trees have been reviewed and evaluated) and stormwater 

impacts and determined that development can proceed without causing negative impacts. 

 

5.6 City of Cambridge Official Plan 

The City of Cambridge 2012 Official Plan (the “OP”) is a policy document providing direction 

for general land use in the City. The OP guides growth and development over the long-term 

to meet the community's needs. A review of the land use and development policies of the 

OP are undertaken below. 

 

5.6.1 Land Use Designation 

The Subject Property is located within the Built-Up Area of the City of Cambridge and is 

designated “Low / Medium Density Residential” (see Figures 5 and 6). 

 

Section 2.6 of the OP promotes growth and intensification within the Built-Up Area.  

Intensification within the Built-Up Area is to provide a mix of land uses and housing types, 

be supportive of walking and transit, achieve higher densities than surrounding areas where 

appropriate and provide a compatible built form. Infill and intensification within existing 
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neighbourhoods is to be minor in nature and should respect the existing character and 

provide connections and linkages where possible.   

 

Section 8.4.6.3 of the OP permits a residential density of up to 40 units per hectare for the 

“Low / Medium Density Residential” designation. Where municipal water supply and 

municipal wastewater systems are currently available land may be developed and used for 

single detached dwellings, townhouses and/or walk up apartments (OP Section 8.4.6.9). 

 

Response: The Proposed Development conforms to the Built-Up Area policies and 

conforms with the intent of the “Low / Medium Density Residential” designation. The addition 

of 39 units to the Site is an appropriate intensification that provides a mix of housing types 

and is compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood. 

 

The “Low / Medium Density Residential” designation permits a maximum density of 40 units 

per hectare, while the Proposed Development has a density of 76 units per hectare. The 

increase in density requires an Official Plan Amendment and is discussed in Section 6.1 of 

this Report. 
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5.6.2 Housing 

The City of Cambridge Official Plan contains general residential land use policies in Section 

2.8.  The policies state that on residential land the City will encourage the development of a 

wide range of housing types and tenures, promote compatible urban design, promote 

balanced intensification, support multi-unit developments and promote active transportation 

and linkages to public transit.  

 

Response: The Proposed Development conforms with the Housing policies of the Official 

Plan. The development is compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood and contributes 

to the mix of housing options available in the City.  

 

5.6.3 Compatibility 

Residential Compatibility criteria are outlined in Section 8.4.2. Factors to be taken into 

consideration for new residential development include: 

a) the density, scale, height, massing, visual impact, building materials, orientation and 

architectural character of neighbouring buildings and the proposed development;  

b) the conservation, protection, maintenance and potential enhancement of the natural 

environment and cultural heritage resources;  

c) the continued viability of neighbouring land uses;  

d) pedestrian and vehicular movement and linkages, as well as parking requirements 

and design in both existing development and proposed developments;  

e) landscaping, setbacks, sun and shadow effects, wind effects, signage, lighting and 

buffering of existing development and proposed developments;  

f) noise attenuation;  

g) odour, dust, and emission impacts;  

h) transportation implications; and  

i) transitions between different land uses and between sites having varying permitted 

uses. 

 

In addition to the above criteria the OP directs that intensification within existing 

neighbourhoods will be minor in nature and will be compatible with the surrounding 

neighbourhood character. To determine if development is minor in nature a review of 

comparable building heights (within two storeys of neighbouring buildings), building massing 

and scale, lot coverage and setbacks along with architectural details and are to be reviewed 

(8.4.2.2). 
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Further to the above compatibility criteria section 8.4.3 of the OP provides a list of criteria 

for locating multi-unit residential forms of development such as stacked townhouses. These 

criteria review locational factors such as: 

a) is located on an arterial or collector road, or is directly accessible to any such road 

through the local road network where it is not likely to generate sufficient traffic to 

disturb the peaceful and quiet enjoyment of neighbouring residential properties 

located on such local access road; 

b) is conveniently located within reasonable distance of public transit, recreational open 

space and shopping facilities and, if the building is proposed to be designed for 

occupancy by households with children, is also located within convenient walking 

distance of an elementary school;  

c) has a suitable size and configuration to:  

i. permit the separation or appropriate integration of on-site vehicular and 

pedestrian traffic;  

ii. provide for adequate access and circulation by emergency vehicles; 

iii. provide adequate on-site landscaping to: establish suitable outdoor 

amenities and recreational facilities for the building’s occupants; screen 

parking areas; and provide effective buffering and screening to ensure the 

privacy of outdoor recreational areas on the site as well as on adjoining 

properties;  

iv. provide adequate grading and stormwater management features to ensure 

the drainage of surface waters to on-site stormwater management facilities 

or to public storm drainage facilities and not to adjoining properties;  

d) is proposed to be developed in such a manner and at such a scale that the site and 

building design, building height, setbacks, landscaping and vehicular circulation will 

ensure the proposed development is compatible with existing development on 

adjoining lands, as outlined in Section 8.4.2 of this Plan; and  

e) will include wherever possible the preservation and protection of the natural 

environment and cultural heritage resources. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development conforms to the Residential Compatibility policies 

of the Official Plan. The stacked townhouses are three storeys tall, which is within two 

storeys of the residential dwellings to the north, the office use to the west, and commercial 

use to the east and south. The buildings will be sited to ensure appropriate setbacks that 

allow for landscaping, and a large outdoor amenity area is provided. 

 

Parking is to the rear of the Site and the view from Pinebush Road will be screened by the 

stacked townhouses. The parking appropriately separates pedestrian and vehicular traffic 
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while providing access for emergency vehicles. The Site is located along a Regional road 

and is adjacent to a bus stop. 

 

It is noted that the Site is not within walking distance of an elementary school. As such, the 

Waterloo Region District School Board has provided the following notice be added as a 

condition of approval of the development: 

 

That the owner agree in the Subdivision/Condo Agreement to notify all purchasers 

of residential units and/or renters of same, by inserting the following clauses in all 

offers of Purchase and Sale/Lease, and that this remain on Title to the property/unit 

for heirs, successors and assigns: 

 

"Whereas the Waterloo Region District School Board may designate this subdivision 

as a Development Area for the purposes of school accommodation, and despite the 

best efforts of the Board, sufficient accommodation may not be available for all 

anticipated students. You are hereby notified that students may be accommodated 

in temporary facilities and/or bussed to a school outside the area, and further, that 

students may, in future, be transferred to another school." 

 

The development will be appropriately serviced as discussed in the Functional Servicing 

Report. An environmental noise impact study has been completed and determined that 

subject to providing noise warning clauses and the provision for air conditioning the site and 

proposed development are suitable for residential development as proposed.  

 

5.6.4 Transportation and Infrastructure 

Section 6 of the OP provides policy direction for Transportation and Infrastructure. The 

policies promote collaboration with the Region of Waterloo to ensure adequate water and 

wastewater services and to coordinate the local and regional road network.  

 

Response: The development conforms to the Transportation and Infrastructure policies of 

the OP. The Proposed Development will be adequately serviced using municipal services 

as discussed in the Functional Servicing Report. 

 

5.6.5 Parkland 

Section 7.8 of the Official Plan provides the policy framework for the dedication of parkland. 

 

Response: The development includes a significant outdoor amenity space for residents of 

the Proposed Development, meeting the 5% park space requirement of the OP. 
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5.6.7 Urban Design 

Section 5 of the OP provides policy direction and the foundation for the provision of a high 

standard of urban design. Below is a review of the relevant policies along with a summary 

of how these policies are addressed by the Proposed Development.  

 

Policy 5.2.1: The design of our built environment will promote sustainable, healthy, active 

living through:  

a) well-connected and maintained streets, paths and trails that are able to safely 

accommodate different modes of transportation;  

b) safe, accessible, aesthetically pleasing, well-serviced and inclusive developments;  

c) resilient natural environments that support wildlife and their habitat and are better 

connected to residential areas; and  

d) walkable neighbourhoods that offer a mix of uses and range and variety of housing 

types with convenient access to public transit. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development is well connected to the surrounding street network 

and is within walking distance of public transportation. The stacked townhouses will be of 

high-quality design and provide additional housing opportunities within this area of 

Cambridge. 

 

Policy 5.7:  

1. Development will be:  

a. compatible in terms of massing and scale with the existing and planned 

streetscape; and  

b. provide appropriate transitions in height to adjacent buildings.  

2. Buildings generally will be situated at or near the street edge to frame the street and 

will have compatible front yard setbacks with adjacent buildings.  

3. Blank building walls are discouraged along street frontages. Unless there is no other 

feasible alternative, active facades will be required in the design and treatment of 

buildings at street edges and intersections and should include features such as 

transparent windows and public entrances facing the street. 

4. Building materials and architectural features for development or site/building 

improvements within the Community Core Areas will be respectful of the local 

context.  

5. Site layout shall incorporate pedestrian walkways and connections to encourage and 

enhance walkability and access. Pedestrian connections on site will connect directly 

with public sidewalks and transit stops unless there is no other feasible alternative.  
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6. Placement of outdoor lighting will complement the building design and prevent or 

minimize impacts on the night sky and adjacent properties. The impact of lighting 

will be reviewed through the site plan approval process.  

7. Pedestrian scale lighting shall be provided to accent walkways, steps, ramps, 

building entrances, building parking facilities and transit stops.  

8. Where possible, servicing, loading, waste storage areas and building 

utilities/mechanical equipment will be located internal to the building or to the rear of 

the building and will be screened from view from adjacent streets 

 

Response: The three storey townhouses are of a similar height to surrounding buildings and 

are of an appropriate scale. The buildings are oriented and located towards Pinebush Road 

and include windows and doors, providing an enhanced pedestrian realm over current 

conditions. Parking is located to the rear of the site and is screened from view by the 

proposed townhouse buildings. 

 

Outdoor lighting will maximize safety while limiting light pollution. Waste will be stored in 

suitable receptacles at the north of the Site, minimizing odour and limiting garbage nuisance 

associated with animals or wind. 

 

Policy 5.11.1: Underground parking, internal parking or parking structures are encouraged 

where feasible. The design of parking structures should include active ground floor uses 

adjacent to the street where appropriate. 

 

Response: The Proposed Development has a rear surface parking lot that will be screened 

from the public view along Pinebush Road by the proposed dwellings. 

 

5.7 City of Cambridge Zoning By-law  

The Site is zoned R4 in the City of Cambridge Zoning By-law (see Figure 7). A Zoning By-

law Amendment is required to permit the Proposed Development. 

 

The following uses are permitted in the RM2 zone: 

• Residential special care facility 

• Linear row house 

• Cluster row house 

• Detached duplex dwelling 

• Fourplexes 

• Linear attached duplex 

dwellings 

• Cluster attached duplex 

dwellings 

• Detached triplex dwellings 

• Maisonettes 

• Mixed terrace 

• Apartment houses containing 4 

or more units 
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The regulations of the RM2 zone for multiple unit residential buildings other than apartments 

are as follows (section 3.1.2.6): 

 

Provision Required Provided Compliance 

Minimum Lot Frontage 20 m X m  

Maximum Density 150 uph 76 uph  

Minimum Front Yard 4.5 m X m  

Minimum Exterior Side Yard 4.5 m X m  

Minimum Interior Side Yard 

and Rear Yard 

5.5 m X m  

Maximum Lot Coverage 60% X%  

Minimum Gross Floor Area 

per Unit 

   

One Bedroom Unit 50 m2 X m2  
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Two Bedroom Unit 60 m2 X m2   

Minimum Common Amenity 

Area per Unit 

30 m2 X m2  

Minimum Landscaped Open 

Space 

25% X%  

Planting Strips and Fencing 1.5m grass / 1.5m 

fence 

1.5 m grass / 1.5 m 

fence 

 

Minimum Distance Between 

Buildings on the Same Lot 

   

Between Side Walls 3 m X m  

Between a Front Wall and 

Rear Wall, a Front Wall and 

another Front Wall, and a 

Rear Wall and Rear Wall 

10 m X m   

Between Front or Rear and 

Side Walls 

8 m X m  

 

Response: A Zoning By-law Amendment is requested to rezone the Site to RM2. The 

Proposed Amendment is discussed in Section 6.2 of this Report. 
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6. Planning Justification 
The Proposed Development seeks to redevelop an underutilized Site within the Urban 

Boundary Built-up Area of Cambridge into a condominium development with 39 units 

situated within three stacked townhouse buildings.  

 

The Proposed Development is of an appropriate scale and density for the Site, creating a 

density that is compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood and a height that is 

appropriate for the surrounding built form. The Site is located within a residential area that 

is appropriate for further residential development and is located in close proximity to 

convenience commercial uses and public and active transportation infrastructure. The 

Proposed Development is supported by a Functional Servicing Report, Stormwater 

Management Report, Noise Study and Tree Management Plan. 

 

An Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment are required to facilitate the 

Proposed Development. 

 

The following section provides justification for the proposed Official Plan Amendment and 

Zoning By-law Amendment. 

 

6.1 Official Plan Amendment 

The Site is designated “Low / Medium Density Residential” in the City of Cambridge Official 

Plan. This designation permits a maximum density of 40 residential units per hectare. An 

Official Plan Amendment is requested to increase the maximum density from 40 units per 

hectare to 76 units per hectare. 

 

The requested amendment is appropriate and conforms with the Growth Plan for the 

Greater Golden Horseshoe, the Region of Waterloo Official Plan, and the intent of the City 

of Cambridge Official Plan that direct growth and intensification to serviced sites within the 

Urban Boundary.  

 

The Proposed Development conforms to the compatibility policies of the Official Plan, 

including height and urban design policies, and contributes to providing a mix of housing 

types within the City. The addition of 39 units situated within three stacked townhouse 

buildings is an appropriate intensification of the Site and will not result in negative impacts 

on the surrounding neighbourhood. As demonstrated by the Noise Study, the location of 

residential dwellings in this location is appropriate and will not be overly impacted by 

surrounding environmental noise sources. The Site can accommodate visitor and resident 

parking on-site such that the Proposed Development will not result in nuisance parking 

overflow on surrounding properties or streets. 
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The Proposed Development will be an attractive addition to the neighbourhood that is 

compatible with the surrounding built form. The proposed three storey stacked townhouses 

are within two storeys of adjacent development and will have windows and doors that face 

the street, creating active frontages. The parking lot will be internal to the Site and screened 

from the pedestrian realm by the townhouse buildings. A significant outdoor amenity space 

is provided for residents. 

 

The Site is an appropriate location for an intensified residential use. The existing residential 

use of the Site will be continued, but will more efficiently and effectively developed, following 

provincial planning policies. The Site is located near the intersection of two Regional roads 

and has quick access to public transit and active transportation, which further supports the 

intensification of the Site. 

 

The proposed density can be adequately serviced as discussed in the Functional Servicing 

Report.  

 

Redevelopment of the Site will not impact the adjacent natural heritage features.  

 

The Proposed Development is compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood and meets 

the intent of the Official Plan, it is our opinion that the requested amendment is appropriate 

and desirable for the redevelopment of the Site. 

 

6.2 Zoning By-law Amendment 

The Site is zoned R4 in the City of Cambridge Zoning By-law. A Zoning By-law Amendment 

to required to permit the Proposed Development. It is proposed that the Site be rezoned to 

the RM2 Zone. 

 

The Zoning By-law Amendment is simply to change the zone of the Site, as the Proposed 

Development complies with the parent zone. As such, the rezoning application is largely 

technical to ensure consistency with the proposed Official Plan Amendment. 

 

The form of housing proposed is unique to this area of Cambridge and provides additional 

range and choice in the housing market. The stacked townhouse form provides for an 

efficient building program and supports higher densities while maintaining a lower density 

appearance.  
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7. Conclusion 
GSP Group Inc. has been retained by Will-O Homes Inc. to coordinate and prepare the 

submission of a Planning Justification Report for an Official Plan and Zoning By-law 

Amendment for 190 & 194 Pinebush Road and 10 Wayne Avenue in Cambridge, Ontario. 

The proposed planning applications are necessary to permit the construction of three 

stacked townhouse buildings providing a total of 39 residential units. 

 

At the Pre-application meeting with the City of Cambridge in September 2020, the 

preliminary concept design for the Site was presented and the City provided requirements 

for the proposed planning application. From this meeting, the City identified that a Planning 

Justification Report, Functional Servicing and Stormwater Management Report, Noise 

Study, Tree Management Plan and Lighting/Photometrics Plan are required as part of a 

complete application. These studies have been completed and are submitted in support of 

the development applications. 

 

This Planning Justification Report concludes that the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-

law Amendments are appropriate and represent good planning for the following reasons: 

• They are consistent with the policies of the Provincial Policy Statement (2020); 

• They conform with the policies of the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 

Horseshoe; 

• They conform with the policies of the Region of Waterloo Official Plan; 

• They conform with the intent of the City of Cambridge Official Plan; 

• The requested site-specific policies and provisions are appropriate and justified for 

the reasons set out in Section 6.1 and 6.2 of this Report; 

• The Proposed Development permitted by the applications will provide for the 

redevelopment of an under-utilized site within the Built-Up Area of Cambridge; 

• The Site can be serviced through proposed service connections to the existing 

sanitary and water networks and appropriate measures for stormwater management 

quality control can be implemented; and, 

• Approval of the Proposed Amendments will permit development that is appropriate 

and compatible in this urban context. 

 

It is therefore our opinion that the proposed applications are appropriate and represent good 

planning and should be approved.
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Appendix 1: Record of Pre-Application Consultation 

 



 City of Cambridge Pre-consultation   

Application Comments Checklist 

Page 1 of 26 

Please note that the comments are based on the proposal as submitted. Due to 

changing policies and regulations, these comments are valid for a period of two 

(2) years from the date of issuance by City staff.  

The following professional documents/reports may be required as part of the 

development application/review process. Please note that various fees are 

associated with each application and there are also professional costs for the 

preparation of required documents/reports. All requirements identified are 

minimum and determined as of the date of the pre-consultation meeting 

with the information available at that time. 

Application File No. D14/20 

Name of Applicant: 

 

GSP Group – Brandon Flewwelling 

Municipal Address of Subject 

Property: 

 

194 Pinebush Rd 

Description of Proposal: Proposed 39 stacked townhouse 

development over 10 Wayne Ave and 

194 and 190 Pinebush Rd.  The 

proposal requires a zoning by-law 

amendment and official plan amendment 

(or density bonusing in lieu of an official 

plan amendment).  The density is 

proposed to be 75.9 units per hectare.  

The properties are zoned R4 - single 

detached residential in the zoning by-law 

and designated low/medium density 

residential in the City of Cambridge 

Official Plan which permits a maximum 

density of 40 units per hectare. 

Official Plan Designation: Low / Medium Density Residential 

 

Zoning Classification: R4    
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City Planning Contact: Bryan Cooper, Senior Planner 

 

A. Applications required for submission of a complete planning 

application: 

copies of the application forms are available on the City’s website at 

https://www.cambridge.ca/en/build-invest-grow/Planning-Process.aspx   

 

Application Type Check if 

applies 

Official Plan Amendment  *unless 

bonusing is 

proposed. 

Zoning By-law Amendment   

Subdivision   

Site Plan (if planning application is approved). Applicant has 

option of submitting a site plan application concurrently with 

other planning applications.  

 

Condominium  * if 

condominium 

tenure is 

proposed 

Part Lot Control   

Consent/severance   

Minor Variance   

Removal of Holding Provision  

Temporary Use By-law   

Other  

 

 

B. Documents/Studies required for submission of a complete planning 

application:  All reports must be prepared by qualified professionals at 

applicant’s cost. City may require peer review of any studies at 

applicant’s cost.  4 hard copies and pdfs of all required information must 

be submitted with the applicable planning application to the City Planning 
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contact. The City reserves the right to post supporting studies for a 

complete future Planning application on the City website. 

Please note that for submission of a future planning application(s), 

application forms that are incomplete and/or missing the required 

supporting information and/or fees cannot be accepted by the City 

of Cambridge and will be returned to the applicant. 

Document/Study Type Check if 

applies 

All Land Uses 

 

 

Accessibility review – review by the City’s Accessibility 

Advisory Committee may be required 

 

Agreement between property owner and City required to 

be registered on title if application is eventually approved 

 

Application fees – posted on the City’s website. Core 

area sites are exempt from planning application fees. 

  

Application form – fully completed  

Cash in lieu of parkland or parkland dedication 

required – subdivision, condo or condition of severance 

* if 

condominium 

tenure is 

proposed 

City Development Charges are applicable. Core Area 

sites, brownfields and designated heritage properties are 

currently exempt from City development charges.  Eligible 

affordable housing projects may have development 

charges payment deferred. 

 

City development charges can be found at: 

https://www.cambridge.ca/en/build-invest-

grow/Development-Charges.aspx 

 

Environmental Impact Study – terms of reference must 

be approved by the City of Cambridge and where 

applicable, Grand River Conservation Authority and the 

Region of Waterloo before any work on the study starts 
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Financial Impact Analysis – section 10.14 of the City’s 

Official Plan 

 

Financial Incentives may be available for this proposal 

as follows: 

- Affordable Housing 
- Building Revitalization Program for façade 

improvements in core areas 
- Brownfields redevelopment 
- Designated heritage building 
- Design Guide Program in core areas 
- Tax Increment Grant for brownfields or affordable 

housing sites in the area covered by the affordable 
housing CIP. 

 

Floor plans  

Functional Servicing Report - Development 

Engineering staff should be consulted for City standards 

 

Growth and Intensification Study (applies to core 

areas, regenerations areas) – If proposal is alignment 

with the Official Plan objectives for this area, proposal 

can be submitted while the study is still underway. The 

City is undertaking a study which will lead to the 

preparation of a secondary plan affecting this area. The 

applicant is encouraged to participate in further meetings 

regarding the secondary plan for this area. 

 

Heritage Impact Assessment - terms of reference must 

be approved by the City of Cambridge before any work 

on the Assessment starts. Review by the City’s Municipal 

Heritage Advisory Committee may be required for 

properties currently on the City’s Heritage Register or 

properties adjacent to a property currently on the City’s 

Heritage Register.  HIA review fee required as per 

Municipal Fees and charges 

 

Hydrogeological Study  

Landscaping Plan *conceptual 

only at 

zoning/official 
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plan 

amendment 

stage. 

Detailed 

landscaping 

plan at site 

plan review 

stage. 

LED lighting or signage proposed – for current or 

future proposals using LED lighting, a lighting analysis is 

required. 

 

Lighting/photometrics plan- All light spill must be 

limited to 0 at adjacent property lines and 0.5 adjacent to 

municipal road. 

 

Light Rail Transit Route – an Environmental 

Assessment by the Region of Waterloo is underway for 

Stage 2 of the LRT route in South Kitchener and 

Cambridge. Any requirements from the Region about this 

site relative to the Environmental Assessment must be 

addressed. 

 

Massing models and elevations  

Noise study to the satisfaction of the City and Region 

of Waterloo 

*stationary source noise study required 

*non-stationary – rail or transportation noise study 

required 

* both 

stationary 

and 

transportation 

Parking Study for a proposed parking reduction  

Planning Justification Report  

- Report must include a detailed public consultation 
strategy in addition to the statutory public meeting 
under the Planning Act.  

- Complete analysis of how the application is 
consistent with the 2020 Provincial Policy 
Statement and conforms with the 2019 Provincial 
Growth Plan, and current Regional and City 
Official Plans and addresses climate change 
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Record of Site Condition – written acknowledgement by 

the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks that 

the RSC has been filed is required. This need for a RSC 

is required either as a mandatory filing by Provincial 

legislation or required by City procedures. 

 

Sanitary Servicing capacity assessment to be included 

with pre-consultation application - under 5 residential 

units no assessment is required. 

Separate application fee required with submission of pre-

consultation application. 

 

Site concept plan including list of site statistics relative 

to existing and proposed zoning regulations (e.g. all 

setbacks, building heights, parking, etc.) 

 

Shadow and Wind Study - for proposals 6 storeys and 

higher 

 

Source Water Protection - site is located within a 

Source Water Protection Area and requires a Notice of 

Source Protection Plan Compliance (Section 59 notice) 

from the Region of Waterloo (taps/regionofwaterloo.ca) 

as part of a complete application. 

 

Stormwater Management Report – Development 

Engineering staff should be consulted for City standards 

 

Traffic Impact study – terms of reference must be 

approved by City’s Transportation Staff before any work 

on the study starts 

 

Trail connections to be identified (particularly for core 

area proposals) 

 

Tree Management Plan/Vegetation Plan – please note 

that the City has a tree cutting by-law in effect. No tree 

removals are permitted on private property unless the 

City’s Parks, Recreation and Culture Division are 

consulted first. 

 

Urban Design Brief in accordance with Section 5 of the 

City’s Official Plan 

* Can be 

included 
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within 

Planning 

Justification 

Report 

Urban Design Guidelines for either Galt, Main Street in 

Galt, Hespeler or Preston – proposal to be designed in 

accordance with these guidelines 

 

Vibration analysis  

Viewshed analysis – directions to be addressed include: 

(directions to be noted by City staff) 

 

Other studies/reports requested by agency 

comments 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

 

Residential 

 

 

Applicable items from all land uses list above  

Affordable units – identify whether any affordable 

housing is being proposed, either  through proposed built 

form and/or CMHC’s annual affordable rental or 

ownership rates 

 

Bonusing in accordance with Section 10.16 in the City’s 

Official Plan. 

NB: The bonusing process may be altered or replaced as 

a result of amendments from Bill 108. 

 

Condominium - if Common Elements - Parcel of Tied 

Land (POTL):  note whether specific Zoning relief is 

required; whether the proposed exclusive use area 

conflicts with any services (i.e. light standard, fire hydrant 

etc.); or any other relief/conflict that is proposed. A future 

minor variance application may be required if required 
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relief is not identified at the planning application stage. 

Condominium - if phased- note whether the parking and 

amenity area complies with Zoning for each proposed 

phase 

 

Demolition Control Permit if application is approved - 

required for residential development if a residential 

building is located on the property 

 

Density/Floor Space index calculation: (pre-

consultation proposal to identify proposed density/or 

where applicable floor space index and this calculation to 

be confirmed by City staff) 

Density of: 75.9 units per hectare 

Floor Space Index of: to be determined 

 

* applicant 

to confirm 

Minimum Distance Separation calculation – for 

proposed sensitive uses proximate to livestock barns 

 

Phasing Plan – for subdivision   

Provincial D Series Guidelines consideration for 

sensitive uses proximate to industry (can be included in 

the required planning justification study) 

 

Industrial 

 

 

Applicable items from all land uses list above  

Condominium if Common Elements -  Parcel of Tied 

Land (POTL):  note whether specific Zoning relief is 

required; whether the proposed exclusive use area 

conflicts with any services (i.e. light standard, fire hydrant 

etc.); or any other relief/conflict that is proposed.  A future 

minor variance application may be required if required 

relief is not identified at the planning application stage. 

 

Condominium if Phased - note whether the parking and 

amenity area complies with Zoning for each proposed 

phase 

 

Dust, noise and vibration study  
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Phasing Plan – for subdivision  

Provincial D Series Guidelines consideration for 

sensitive uses proximate to industry (can be included in 

required planning justification study) 

 

Urban Design Guidelines for business parks 

(Cambridge Business Park, LG Lovell Industrial Park, 

Eastern Industrial Park) - from City’s Economic 

Development Division - development to be designed in 

accordance with these guidelines 

 

Commercial 

 

 

Applicable items from all land uses list above  

Condominium if Common Elements - Parcel of Tied 

Land (POTL):  note whether specific Zoning relief is 

required; whether the proposed exclusive use area 

conflicts with any services (i.e. light standard, fire hydrant 

etc.); or any other relief/conflict that is proposed. A future 

minor variance application may be required if required 

relief is not identified at the planning application stage. 

 

Condominium if Phased  - note whether the parking and 

amenity area complies with Zoning for each proposed 

phase 

 

Market impact assessment – completed in accordance 

with the City’s terms of reference which is located on the 

City’s website 

 

  

Institutional 

 

 

Applicable items from all land uses list above  

Provincial D Series Guidelines consideration for 

sensitive uses proximate to industry (can be included in 

required planning justification study) 

 

  

Other  
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Applicable items from all land uses list above  

Residential/commercial mixed use development – 

separate parking calculations for residential and 

commercial uses 

 

Provide concept sketch showing any existing or proposed 

easements or identify need for blanket easements. 

 

  

C. City Planning staff summary comments: 

General overview: Residential land uses at this site are established in the 

Official Plan; however, an application for residential intensification on this site 

needs to address land use compatibility and nearby industry, noise mitigation, 

and multi-unit residential location criteria policies of the Official Plan. 

 

Comments: 

 The subject properties are designated Low/Medium Density residential 

in the City’s Official Plan.  This land use designation permits a variety 

of residential uses up to a maximum density of 40 units per hectare.  

An Official Plan Amendment (OPA) is therefore required to increase 

the density on the property.  In lieu of an OPA, density bonusing may 

be pursued.  Please note that the bonusing process may be altered or 

replaced as a result of amendments from Bill 108.  If bonusing is not 

(or cannot be) pursued, an Official Plan amendment is required. 

 The properties are zoned R4 – Single Detached in Zoning By-law 150-

85.  This zone permits singe detached dwellings only and therefore an 

amendment to the zoning by-law is required. 

 Immediately to the west of the property and on the south side of 

Pinebush Rd. is an employment area.  A D6 analysis is required to be 

prepared to assess land use compatibility issues with the proposed 

sensitive residential use and surrounding industry.  This analysis can 

be included as part of the Planning Justification Report and needs to 

demonstrate both that the residential use is appropriate given the 
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surrounding industrial uses and that the current and potential future 

operations of these industries will not be negatively impacted by the 

proposal. 

 A stationary noise study and a transportation noise study is required 

due to nearby industry and major transportation corridors (Pinebush 

Rd, Highway 401, Franklin Blvd).  The noise studies are required to 

demonstrate conformity to policy 3.B.6.2.3 of the Official Plan.  Please 

note that noise walls are not supported along the Pinebush Rd. 

frontage of the development. 

 Since at this time the property is relatively isolated and surrounded by 

major transportation corridors with limited pedestrian connectivity, the 

common amenity area for the site should be consistent with the 

requirements of the RM2 zone (30 m2 per unit). 

 Please note the school board comments regarding this site and 

proximity to schools.  The Planning Justification Report will need to 

rationalize this proposal against the Official Plan policies for location 

criteria for multi-unit residential development, particularly the 

requirement of being within convenient walking distance of an 

elementary school. 

 In addition to the stacked townhouse proposal, consideration should be 

given to other multi-unit residential formats including mixed use with 

commercial at grade. 

 The site is will treed. The applicant is encouraged to retain mature 

trees as much as possible. 

D. Additional comments raised by other City Divisions or Agencies: 

 

Region of Waterloo, Community Planning 

 

• See attached 

 

City of Cambridge, Building  

Contact: Kathryn MacDonald 
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Phone: (519) 621-0740 ext. 4306 

Email: macdonaldk@cambridge.ca 

 

• No comments. 

 

City of Cambridge, Economic Development 

Contact: Trevor McWilliams 

Phone: (519) 740-4683 Ext. 4800 

Email: mcwilliamst@cambridge.ca 

 

• No comments. 

 

City of Cambridge, Parks, Recreation & Culture 

Contact: Paul Willms 

Phone: (519) 740-4681  Ext.4262 

Email: willmsp@cambridge.ca 

 

The following Parks, Recreation & Culture Division (PRCD) comments and 

submission requirements are based on information provided in the application.  

The requirements are based on the mandates of the PRCD (parks, trails, 

forestry, cemeteries, etc.) and applicable legislation.  The comments below are 

initial, based on the information received to date, and may change with further 

detail, further discussion with or submissions by the proponent, alternative 

concept designs, and/or changing City or other jurisdiction (e.g. Provincial) policy 

between now and submission of a complete application. 
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS, CONDITIONS AND COMMENTS: 

 

Parkland Dedication  

 

Parkland dedication will be required as cash-in-lieu as a condition of approval on 

Plan of Condominium. 

 

An appraisal will also be required to inform the calculation. 

 

Tree Management Plan / Tree By-law Permit Application / Compensation 

Planting Plan 

 

A Tree Management Plan (TMP) / Tree By-law Permit will be required as a Site 

Plan submission requirement, or grading permit condition, whichever comes first, 

but applicants are often encouraged to have an inventory ready at the earliest 

planning application (e.g. zoning) to inform a public meeting.   

 

No trees are to be removed prior to an approved tree management plan and 

permit as per the by-law (124-18).  All trees 10cm dbh and above should be 

inventoried and trees above 20cm dbh are subject to the tree by-law.  The plans 

should clearly outline removals and any Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) fencing for 

retained trees, boundary/straddling trees, etc..  The applicant is strongly 

encouraged to preserve trees bordering adjacent residential properties for 

screening and compatibility purposes for existing neighbours if 
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grading/stormwater management and landscaping of the property permits it. 

 

The permit application can be submitted online.  The permit application and 

spreadsheet for the inventory/compensation planting are available on the 

Forestry Services webpage. 

 

The tree by-law permit application offers either a payment option to the 

Replacement Tree Fund for trees to be removed or the applicant can provide a 

Landscape Plan (compensation planting) to offset or eliminate the payment (by 

planting trees instead of paying the fee to the Replacement Tree Fund).  If the 

applicant is proposing a Landscape Plan it must be provided at the time of 

submitting the permit application and all planting locations must be on private 

property – not public property - otherwise the $45 application fee and calculated 

Replacement Tree Fund amount for tree removals must accompany the 

submissions.   

 

These documents must be submitted by an arborist.  The applicant should also 

build in the necessary time to obtain signatures from neighbours for any 

boundary/shared trees proposed to be removed as per the Forestry Act.  The 

permit will not be approved if the applicant does not have signatures on the 

application form from the neighbor(s) for removal of shared-ownership trees. 

 

In the permit application spreadsheet, City-owned trees regulated by By-law 71-

06 (“City street trees”) are to be valued at the Appraised Value and not 

discounted (i.e. private property trees are discounted 95%, City street trees are 

not).  Regional road trees (Dundas) must also be captured within the application 

inventory and plan.  There is no by-law specific to Region Roads street trees; 

however, you must contact the Region’s corridor planning staff and the Region’s 

environmental planner.  If permission is granted (it may not be) to remove a 

healthy Region street tree, there is a requirement for 2:1 replacement and this 

should be reflected in a compensation plan or Landscape Plan for Region staff 

review.  If trees are removed without permission, a person may be charged with 

theft and also for working on Region property without permits and approvals 

under the applicable by-law. 
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All other subject site trees are regulated by the private property tree by-law (124-

18) and more information and application form can be found on the Forestry 

webpage. 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS: 

 

Summary of Proposal / Concept 

 31 units proposed on 0.51 ha assembled properties 
 
 

 
 
Existing Urban Forestry, Parks Recreation and Trails in the Vicinity 

 

 Trees in right-of-way are regulated by By-law 71-06 – “City-owned street 
tree by-law”.   
 

 All other trees on the site are regulated by By-law 124-18 – “private 
property tree by-law”.   
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 Trees along a Regional road are regulated by the Region of Waterloo.  
There are a number of trees regulated by the Region (see airphoto below) 
– these are to be picked up in the Tree Management Plan/tree by-law 
permit but as noted above the applicant should connect with the Region’s 
Environmental Planner (Mr. Albert Hovingh) about how to proceed with 
removals, retention/protection measures, compensation, etc. 

 

Urban Forest Canopy (2013 Canopy Assessment) (see excerpt map from 

Tree Canopy layer below) 

 City of Cambridge = 27% 

 “Industrial Park” Neighbourhood = 9% 

 190 Pinebush = 27.06% 

 0 Pinebush = 20.14% 

 194 Pinebush = 31.97% 

 10 Wayne Ave. = 5.22% 
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Parks, Recreation, Trails  

 

The City of Cambridge service levels call for a Neighbourhood Park within 500m 

walking distance and/or Community Parks within 1000m walking distance.   

 

 The subject lands do not abut City-owned property (i.e. park, trail, community 
facility, natural area, SWM pond / OS lands, etc.) 

 

 Nearest existing parks, trails, playstructures, public space, recreational 
amenities, etc. owned by the City or others (walking distance):  

 

- Franklin Blvd Multi-use Trails ~200m 
- Conestoga Blvd Multi-use Trail ~1000m 
- Studiman Park ~2,800m 

 

 No parks, schools, or public recreational amenities exist within service level 
distances 
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City of Cambridge, Senior Planner -  Environmental 

Contact: Kathy Padgett 

Phone: (519) 623-1340  ext. 4826 

Email: padgettk@cambridge.ca 

 

The Notice of Source Protection Plan Compliance submitted with the application 

indicates that no activities prescribed under the Clean Water Act are proposed. 

However, parking is proposed that will require the application of road salt and the 

property is also located in an area where a Risk Management Plan will be 

required.  Please contact the Region of Waterloo Risk Management Official at 

RMO@regionofwaterloo.ca to begin the process once you are prepared to 

submit an application or to find out further information. 

 

 

City of Cambridge Development Engineering 

Contact: Adam Ripper 

Phone: (519) 623-1340  Ext. 4778 

Email: rippera@cambridge.ca 

 

Submission Requirements 

 Provide a Preliminary Site Grading Plan 

 Provide a Preliminary Site Servicing Plan 

 Provide a Stormwater Management Report 

 Provide a Functional Servicing Report 

Development Engineering Comments 

Stormwater Management 

 The City’s 5 year IDF parameters are a = 1219.8, b = 10.5 and c = 

0.823.  The City’s 100 year IDF parameters are a = 3015.1, b = 21 and c 

= 0.870.   

 The City’s SWM design criterion is to control the post development peak 

flows to the existing conditions peak flows for the range of design 

storms. 
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 The City’s water quality control requirement is to provide Level 1 

(enhanced) treatment levels as per the MOECC SWM Practices 

Planning and Design Manual (2003). 

Servicing 

 City records indicates that the following municipal infrastructure is 

located adjacent to the subject site: 

Wayne Avenue: 

- 150mm watermain 

- 200mm sanitary sewer 

- No storm sewer 

Pinebush Road: 

- 450mm watermain (shared ownership).  

- 300mm watermain (Region owned main/not for service connections) 

- 200mm sanitary sewer 

- 450mm storm sewer (Region owned). Located adjacent to SE corner 

of the site and runs to the east. 

- 375mm storm sewer (Region owned). Located adjacent to the SW 

corner of the site and runs to the west. 

 Discussion with the Region is to occur to review capacity of the Region 

storm sewers and which sewer should act as the outlet for this 

development. 

 The servicing report should include a review of the available storm and 

sanitary outlets and available capacities. 

 A sanitary sewer capacity assessment was undertaken by the City 

which confirmed that there is sufficient downstream reserve capacity to 

service the proposed development.  

 Show all existing municipal services (water, storm and sanitary) within 

the municipal ROW across the entire frontage.  

 By-Law #146-03 permits only one (1) water service and meter per 

property. The City does not make provision(s) for sub-metering on a 

property. 

 Any redundant water service is to be capped at the watermain at 100% 

Owner’s expense (works completed by City’s Public Works Division). 
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 City records indicate that there are three existing water services to the 

subject site from Pinebush Road.. 

 City records indicate that there are three existing sanitary services to the 

subject site. Two are from Pinebush Road and one from Wayne Avenue.  

 If the Wayne Avenue sanitary service is redundant, the City will permit 

the existing sanitary service to be cut and capped at the property line.  

 The Applicant will have to review the removal requirements for the two 

Pinebush Road sanitary services with the Region. 

 By-Law #146-03 specifies that if the length of the water service piping 

between the property line and the building exceeds 30 metres, the 

Owner shall build, at their own expense, a chamber, protected against 

frost and theft, easily accessible off of the roadway, and as close as 

practical to the property line, for the purpose of housing the water meter. 

Grading 

 No sheet flow from any impervious areas is allowed to be discharged 

directly onto the ROW. 

 Provide centerline of road elevations for full frontage. 

 Provide existing geodetic elevations of adjacent properties along 

property lines for a minimum of 10 metres off the applicant’s property 

line. 

 Use drainage arrows to indicate existing surface drainage of abutting 

properties along property lines. 

 Drainage swales/ditches must have capacity for up to the 100-year flows 

from respective tributary areas. Indicate minimum side slopes and depth 

of all drainage swales/ditches in a cross-sectional detail and provide 

hydraulic calculations. 

Erosion & Sediment Control 

 A $5,000 erosion control security deposit will be required as part of any 

subsequent Site Plan Approval to ensure compliance with the approved 

erosion (and siltation) control measures.  

 Provide silt/erosion control fencing for control of siltation/erosion to 

abutting properties and ROW. 
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General 

 All proposed site works adjacent to Regional Roads require Regional 

Municipality of Waterloo (RMOW) approval(s). The Applicant is required 

to obtain Municipal Consent from the Region for any works within the 

Region’s right-of-way. 

 All servicing work within the road allowance for the proposed 

development including, but not limited to, installation of services to the 

property line, and relocation of services, will be completed by the City’s 

Public Works Division at 100% Owner’s expense.   

 Cost estimates for work by the City within the road allowance are 

prepared by City Staff upon receipt of the estimate fee of $210.00 plus 

HST. 

 The Contractor will be responsible to obtain an Access Permit to 

complete all surface works within the boulevard, including, but not 

limited to; curb cuts, installation of curb and gutter, entrance aprons, 

sidewalk, and reinstatement / restoration of finished surfaces 

(vegetation, asphalt, etc.).  

 No alteration of grading is permitted on site until the applicant enters into 

a site plan or subdivision servicing agreement with the City. Grading of 

site is subject to Grading Control By-Law No. 160-09. 

 Under NO circumstance is a connection to the municipal water system 

to be made without the consent and presence of City of Cambridge 

Public Works staff. Please note that, per Regulatory requirements, only 

certified water operators may isolate watermains or reconnect isolated 

watermains. 
 

 
City of Cambridge Transportation Engineering 

Contact: Jason Leach 

Phone: (519) 621-0740 Ext. 4268 

Email: LeachJ@cambridge.ca 

 

Transportation Engineering Action Items 

 

 Driveway access to Wayne Avenue must comply with the City’s 
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commercial access requirements as noted below.  Access dimensions 

are to be labeled on the site plan. 

o Access throat width to be 7.6m to 9.0m wide. 

o Access radius to be 6.0m to 7.6m. 

 On-site parking will need to meet the requirements of the Zoning Bylaw. 

The City cannot guarantee the availability of existing or future municipal 

parking to accommodate the parking needs of this site. 

 

 Provide a truck turning drawing showing how the internal road network 

will accommodate truck movements throughout the site including but not 

limited to: shipping and receiving (per appropriate design vehicle), waste 

collection and fire route access. The truck turning drawing shall be at a 

scale of 1:250 or 1:500. 

 

 Provide a lighting plan showing photometrics.  Lighting levels must be 

shown up to the property line.  No more than 0.5 foot candles from on-

site lighting are permitted at the property line adjacent to the road 

allowance. 

 

 Transportation Engineering Comments 

 

 Additional detailed comments will be provided through the formal Site 

Plan application should one be received. 
 

 

 

 

City of Cambridge Sustainable Transportation 

Contact: Lisa Chominiec 

Phone: (519) 740-4680 Ext. 4619 

Email: chominiecl@cambridge.ca 

 

Transportation Engineering Action Items 
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 Provide pedestrian connections to the municipal sidewalk. 

 Provide pedestrian connections to the common amenity area 

 Provide short-term (visitor) bicycle parking spaces throughout the site at 

a rate of 0.5 space/unit; min 2 max 12 

 Provide long-term (secure) bicycle parking spaces at a rate of 0.3 

spaces per unit. 

 Long-term bicycle parking spaces shall be provided within a) the 

building or structure; or b) a covered enclosure with secure entrance; or 

c) bicycle lockers. 

 

 Transportation Engineering Comments 

 

 Additional detailed comments will be provided through the formal Site 

Plan application should one be received. 
  

 

City of Cambridge Accessibility 

Contact: Robyn Hyland  

Phone: (519) 740-4680 ext 4292 

Email: HylandR@cambridge.ca 

 

Action Items: 

 On site plan, we will be looking for accessible parking spaces adhering to 

AODA Design of Public Spaces Standards, accessible signage, 

pedestrian crossings include curb cuts and tactile warning surface 

indicators and accessible parking spots that have access to the entrance.  

 According to the AODA IASR Design of Public Spaces standard, when 

there are 52-75 parking spaces, there should be a total of 1 Type A 

accessible and 2 Type B accessible parking spaces.  

 Please indicate width of accessible parking spaces and access aisles on 

site plan.  

Comments: 
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 Type A parking spaces must have 3400 mm minimum width and signage 

designating them as ‘van accessible’.  Type B parking spaces must have 

2400 mm minimum width and signage designating them as accessible.  

Access aisles must be adjacent to accessible parking spaces, run the full 

length of the space, be marked with high tonal contrast diagonal lines, and 

have 1500 mm minimum width. 

 Please reference Global Alliance on Accessible Technologies and 

Environments (Gaates), Illustrated Technical Guide to the Accessibility 

Standard for Design of Public Spaces, 

https://gaates.org/DOPS/default.php 

 

 

 

City of Cambridge, Fire Department 

Contact: Mark Yantha 

Phone: (519) 621-6001 Ext. 2225 

Email: YanthaM@cambridge.ca 

 

The Cambridge Fire Department has the following comments with respect to 194 
Pinebush Road.  (D14/20) 
 

 Show/label Fire Route. 

 Show all Fire Hydrants. 

 An MUI sign c/w details may be required. 

 Indicate Fire Department connection, if sprinklered. 

 A Fire Safety Plan may be required. 
 

 

Energy+ Inc. 

Contact: Helen Robinson 

Phone: (519)621-3530 

Email: hrobinson@energyplus.ca 

 

• Comments forthcoming. 

 

Grand River Conservation Authority 
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Contact: John Brum 

Phone: (519) 621-2763 Ext. 2233 

Email: jbrum@Grandriver.ca 

 

• No comments. 

 

Waterloo Region District School Board 

Contact: WRDSB Planners 

Phone: (519) 570-0003 Ext. 4308 

Email: planning@wrdsb.on.ca 

 

WRDSB Action Items 

 

  

 

WRDSB Comments 

 

While the WRDSB does not oppose this proposed development, and is in 
general supportive of like intensification projects, we would like to point out that 
this proposed development is not located within convenient walking distance to 
any WRDSB elementary school (as per City of Cambridge Official Plan 8.4.3 
(b)). 
 

8.4.3 Location Criteria for Multi-Unit Residential Development 
The City will encourage the use of lands in residential 
designations, Urban Growth Centre, Community Core Areas, 
Nodes, Regeneration Areas, Reurbanization Corridors and Major 
Transit Station Areas to provide sufficient units in multi-unit 
residential development to meet the policies in Section 2.8.2 of 
this Plan. In these circumstances, multi-unit residential 
development may occur without an amendment to this Plan 
provided the compatibility criteria in Section 8.4.2 are addressed. 
The City may facilitate or encourage the development of lands for 
multi-unit residential development where a site proposed for such 
development meets the following criteria: 
 
a) is located on an arterial or collector road, or is directly 
accessible to any such road through the local road network where 
it is not likely to generate sufficient traffic to disturb the peaceful 
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and quiet enjoyment of neighbouring residential properties 
located on such local access road; 
 
b) is conveniently located within reasonable distance of public 
transit, recreational open space and shopping facilities and, if the 
building is proposed to be designed for occupancy by households 
with children, is also located within convenient walking distance 
of an elementary school; 

 
Given the absence of an elementary school within walking distance it is 
anticipated that students generated by this proposed development will require 
transportation in perpetuity.  As such, the WRDSB requests that should the 
proposed development ultimately be approved, that the following be added as 
a condition of approval: 
 

That the owner agree in the Subdivision/Condo Agreement to notify all 
purchasers of residential units and/or renters of same, by inserting the following 
clauses in all offers of Purchase and Sale/Lease, and that this remain on Title to 
the property/unit for heirs, successors and assigns: 
 
"Whereas the Waterloo Region District School Board may designate this 
subdivision as a Development Area for the purposes of school accommodation, 
and despite the best efforts of the Board, sufficient accommodation may not be 
available for all anticipated students. You are hereby notified that students may 
be accommodated in temporary facilities and/or bussed to a school outside the 
area, and further, that students may, in future, be transferred to another school." 
 

 

Waterloo Catholic District School Board 

Contact: WCDSB Planners 

Phone: (519) 578-3677 

Email: planning@wcdsb.ca 

 

• No comments. 
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City of Cambridge Pre-Submission Consultation  
September 15, 2020 

 
Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law 
Amendment  
190 and 194 Pinebush Road and 10 Wayne Avenue, 
D14/20 
Bryan Cooper 

 
The applicant is proposing to develop 190 and 194 Pinebush Road and 10 Wayne 
Avenue in Cambridge with a residential townhouse complex.   
 
The applicant has proposed a 39-unit stacked townhouse development within three 
residential blocks.  Fifty-nine (59) at grade parking spaces and an amenity area have 
also been proposed on site.  The proposed stacked townhouses are positioned towards 
Pinebush Road with access to the development and parking area via Wayne Avenue. 
 
The subject lands are designated Low/Medium Density Residential in the City of 
Cambridge Official Plan and Zoned R4 - single detached residential in the Zoning By-
law.  
 
The development proposal requires an Official Plan and Zoning By-Law Amendment 
due to the density proposed on site (75.9 units per hectare).   
 

Community Planning 

The subject property is located in the ‘Built-Up Area’ of the ‘A Place to Grow’ Growth 
Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe and is designated ‘Urban Area’ and ‘Built-Up 
Area’ in the Region of Waterloo Official Plan (ROP).  In addition, the subject lands are 
located in Sensitive Wellhead Protection Area with a 2-year time of travel and Wellhead 
Protection Sensitive Area 4 (WPSA 4).  A range of uses including residential uses are 
permitted in the ROP.   
 
A Planning Justification Report (PJR) shall be required as part of a complete application 
for the Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment.  Please include the following within 
the PJR: 
 

1. Provincial Policy Review 
2. Regional Official Plan Review with a focus on the Planned Community Structure 

(please include a review of Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 7 and 8) 
3. Discussion/ Section on Compatibility with the adjacent Provincial Significant 

Employment Zones and Industrial Land uses (in accordance with the MECP D-6 
Series Guidelines 

4. City of Cambridge Official Plan Review 
5. Technical reports/studies review (incorporate findings of technical reports into the 

PJR). 
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Should a Plan of Condominium be contemplated, an additional application and fees 
shall be required.  Please note that additional comments and requirements may arise 
through the review of a subsequent Condominium proposal. 
 
Corridor Planning 
Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment Stage 
Environmental Noise 
It is the responsibility of the developer to ensure the proposed development is not 
adversely impacted by transportation noise, therefore, an environmental noise study 
shall be required.  The noise level criteria and guidelines for the preparation of the 
transportation aspects of the Environmental Noise Study are included in the Region of 
Waterloo Implementation Guideline for Noise Policies.  Any requirement for the analysis 
of transportation and stationary noise impacts must comply with MOE NPC-300 
Guideline. 
 
The noise consultant must be pre-approved by the Region of Waterloo and is 
responsible for obtaining current information, applying professional expertise in 
performing calculations, making detailed and justified recommendations and submitting 
the Consultant Noise Study Declaration and Owner/Authorized Agent Statement and 
the required fee of $250.00 for the preparation of traffic forecasts and review of 
Environmental Noise Studies by Region of Waterloo staff.  Regional staff acknowledge 
that this fee was paid with the previous study and is not required at this time.  The noise 
consultant preparing the Environmental Noise Study must complete and submit the 
Transportation Planning Noise Assessment Fee Form which can be found here: 
http://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/doingBusiness/resources?Noise_Assessment_Fee_
Application.pdf.  Traffic forecasts fro noise assessments will be prepared within 15 
business days of the request but will be withheld if payment is not received.  
 
Stationary Noise 
A stationary noise study, prepared by a qualified professional, is required as part of a 
complete application for the Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment.  The study 
must be prepared by a qualified professional and must address impacts of off-site noise 
on the proposed development and the impacts of on-site noise on off-site sensitive land 
uses.  In addition, the study must address the impacts of on-site noise on on-site 
sensitive receptors (e.g. underground HVAC systems venting to the outside and the 
impacts of rooftop HVAC systems on the proposed amenity areas).  Please note that 
the stationary noise study may be peer reviewed (at the applicant’s expense).   
 
Site Plan Application Stage: 
Regional Road Dedication 
Pinebush Road (Regional Road #39) has a designated width in the ROP of 100 feet and 
a road widening of approximately 7ft will be required along the Pinebush Road frontage. 
 
In addition, a 25 foot (7.26 metre x 7.62 metre) daylight triangle at the intersection of 
Pinebush Road and Wayne Avenue shall be required.  The daylight triangle should be 
measured after the road widening. 
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An Ontario Land Surveyor (OLS) needs to determine the exact road widening and it is 
recommended that the OLS contacts Regional staff to discuss the road widening prior to  
preparing the Reference Plan. 
 
The land must be dedicated to the Region of Waterloo without costs and free of 
encumbrances.  All land dedications must be identified on the site plan and 
contemplated at the OPA and ZBA stage.   

 
The Owner/Applicant must engage an OLS to prepare a draft reference plan which 
illustrates the required road allowance widening.  Prior to registering the reference plan, 
the OLS must submit a draft copy of the plan to the Transportation Planner for review 
and an electronic copy of the registered plan is to be emailed to the Transportation 
Planner.  Please note that further instructions will come from the Region’s legal 
Assistant with regard to document preparation and registration. 
 
Access permit/TIS/Access Regulation 
Regional Access Permits shall be required to close the existing accesses to Pinebush 
Road.  The application for Regional Road Access Permits can be found on the Region’s 
website at http://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/doing=business/applications-licenses-and-
permits.aspx . Please note that there is no fee to close the existing accesses. 
 
Stormwater Management & Site Grading  
Storm sewers within the Regional road right-of-way are generally sized and designed to 
only accommodate stormwater from the right-of-way and in some instances off road 
surface drainage under existing conditions.  A private stormwater connection to any 
storm sewer on Pinebush Road shall be discouraged where an alternate stormwater 
connection is available, including infiltration if soil conditions and Source Protection 
under the Clean Water Act allow, or if it is determined that the Pinebush Road storm 
sewer does not have the sufficiency (condition and capacity) to accommodate private 
stormwater flows from this site.  It is the responsibility of the applicant’s engineering 
consultant to determine an appropriate stormwater outlet from this site and the 
sufficiency of the receiving storm system if there is no other option available.  This 
information must be included in the Stormwater Management Report (SWM).  The 
applicant should contact Mr. Malcolm Lister, Manager, Technical Services for the 
Region of Waterloo at 519-575-4432 or mlister@regionofwaterloo.ca to determine if any  
engineering plans and/or further technical information for Pinebush Road is available 
which may be of assistance. 
 
The applicant must submit a detailed electronic Site Grading, Drainage and Erosion 
Control Plan(s) and Servicing Plan(s) along with a SWM Report to the Region of 
Waterloo for approval.  The plans and Report should include drainage details for the 
subject property, abutting properties and the public road allowance so as to ensure 
compatible drainage and to show all existing and proposed connections to the municipal 
storm sewers, sanitary sewers and watermains and all detailed erosion and siltation 
control features; all to the satisfaction of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo. 
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The site must be graded in accordance with the approved plan and the Regional Road 
Allowance must be restored to the satisfaction of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo. 
 
Please be advised that any new servicing connections or updates to existing servicing 
requires Regional approval through a separate process of Municipal Consent.    
 
Other 
A Site Plan pre-consultation fee of $300.00 and a Site Plan Review fee of $805.00 shall 
be required as part of a future Site Plan Application. 
 
Hydrogeology and Source Water 

The subject lands are located in Sensitive Wellhead Protection Area with a 2-year time 
of travel and Wellhead Protection Sensitive Area 4 (WPSA 4).  In addition, the subject 
lands are located in a Part 4 Area of the Clean Water Act.  Please note that a Section 
59 Notice shall be required as part of the Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendment.  
A Salt Management Plan shall be required at the Site Plan Approval and implemented 
at the Plan of Condominium stage.  
 
Formal applications submitted before October 1, 2020 will be subject to current Source 
Protection Plan policies. Under the current Source Protection Plan, a Risk Management 
Plan for storm water management may be required if any engineered infiltration features 
are proposed.  The Region of Waterloo does not support infiltrating salty runoff from 
parking lots in chloride contributing areas, and strongly encourages applicants to design 
storm water management systems to avoid this approach.  Please visit the following 
website https://taps.regionofwaterloo.ca to determine all applicable Source Protection 
Plan requirements, and to contact the Risk Management Official, as required. In 
addition, please consider the timeframe to negotiate a Risk Management Plan, as a 
Notice will not be issued until a signed Risk Management Plan is complete (if required). 
 
Formal applications submitted on or after October 1, 2020 will be subject to updated 
Source Protection Plan policies. Under the updated Source Protection Plan, a Risk 
Management Plan for salt application may be required for proposed parking areas 
greater than eight parking spaces on the property. A Risk Management Plan for storm 
water management may be required if any engineered infiltration features are proposed.  
Please be advised that the Region of Waterloo does not support infiltrating salty runoff 
from parking lots in chloride contributing areas and strongly encourages applicants to 
design storm water management systems to avoid this approach. 
 
In addition to the above, please contact the Risk Management Official at 
rmo@regionofwaterloo.ca to determine how the property may be impacted by the 
updated Source Protection Plan and proposed policies. 
 
 
Future Site Plan:  
Please incorporate the following design considerations into the Salt Management Plan: 
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 Ensuring that cold weather stormwater flows are considered in the site design. 
Consideration should be given to minimize the transport of meltwater across the 
parking lots or driveway. This also has the potential to decrease the formation of ice 
and thereby the need for de-icing. 

 Directing downspouts towards pervious (i.e. sodded) surfaces to prevent runoff from 
freezing on parking lots and walkways. 

 Locating snow storage areas on impervious (i.e. paved) surfaces. 
 Locating snow storage areas in close proximity to catchbasins. 
 Using winder maintenance contractors that are Smart About SaltTM certified. 
 Using alternative de-icers (i.e. pickled sand) in favour of road salt. 

The proponent is eligible for certification under the Smart About SaltTM program for this 
property. Completion of the SMP is one part of the program. To learn more about the 
program and to find accredited contractors please refer to 
http://www.smartaboutsalt.com/.  Benefits of designation under the program include cost 
savings through more efficient use of salt, safe winter conditions by preventing the 
formation of ice, and potential reductions in insurance premiums. 
 
Water/Wastewater 
Water Services has no requirements for the Official Plan and Zoning By-law 
Amendment Application but advises that there are three watermains located within the 
vicinity of the subject lands.  Two Regional watermains are located on Pinebush Road 
and there is a local water main on Wayne Avenue.  As per Section B.2.1.4.1 of the 
Design Guidelines and Supplementary Specifications for Municipal Services, January 
2020, no connection to the Regional watermain shall be permitted.  Regional staff 
recommend that services be provided from the local water and sewer lines located off of 
Wayne Ave. 
 
In addition, Pinebush Road has been identified for Reconstruction and Major 
Rehabilitation in 2024 (TCP#7390).  
 

Application Fees 

In accordance with Regional Fee By-law 20-001, the applicant will be required to pay 
the following Regional application fees:  
 

 $5,750.00 – Official Plan Amendment review fee to be submitted with the 

application. 

 $1,150.00 – Zoning By-law Amendment review fee to be submitted with the 

application. 

 $805.00 – Site Plan Application review fee at time of submission. 

 
By copy of this letter, the Region acknowledges receipt of the pre-submission review fee 
of $300.00. 
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Regional Development Charges 
Any future development on the subject lands will be subject to provisions of Regional 
Development Charges By-law 19-037 or any successor thereof.  
 
Summary 
In summary, the Region requires an electronic version (.pdf) of the following as part of a 
complete Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment: 
 

 Planning Justification Report  

 Environmental and Stationary Noise Study and consultant’s statutory declaration 

 Section 59 Notice 

 Risk Management Plan as described above 

 
Contacts 
 
Community Planning     Corridor Planning 

Melissa Mohr, MCIP, RPP     Cheryl Marcy, C.E.T. 
Principal Planner      Transportation Planner 
1-226-752-8622      519-575-4400 ext. 3243 
mmohr@regionofwaterloo.ca    cmarcy@regionofwaterloo.ca   
 

Please note: Comments and requirements are based on the information provided 

by the applicant during the pre-submission process.  Should new details and/or 

information become available through the application process, the above-noted 

requirements are subject to change. 


